
Evidentiality and Determination ∗Jaques JayezL2C2 and ENS-LSH, Lyonjjayez�ens-lsh.fr Luia TovenaUniversité Paris 7tovena�linguist.jussieu.frAbstratThis paper investigates the semanti properties of the Frenh determiner quelque.It is shown that quelque onveys inferential evidentiality, that is, it selets interpre-tations in whih the speaker infers the proposition onveyed by the sentene thathosts the determiner. This aounts for several other properties, for instane the fatthat quelque is anti-spei� and does not ombine freely with negation. A notableonsequene of the analysis is that the free hoie and positive polarity behaviourof quelque are redued to its basi semantis.1 IntrodutionThe Frenh determiner quelque, although it is somewhat literary or formal in many ofits uses in modern Frenh1, still attrats interest from semantiists, due to its partiularombination of properties (Corblin, 2004; Culioli, 1982; Jayez and Tovena, 2002; Van deVelde, 2000). At �rst sight, quelque is an existential anti-spei� inde�nite, beause aninterpretation where the referent of the NP is identi�ed by the speaker is preluded. Inthis respet, it is totally similar to un quelonque (Jayez and Tovena, 2002, 2006). Inthis paper, we show that quelque is an evidential determiner whih quali�es the mode ofinformation available to the speaker, and that anti-spei�ity is a side-e�et of eviden-tiality (setion 3.2). The paper is organised as follows. In setion 2, we present the mainproperties of quelque. In setion 3, we de�ne the anti-spei�ity pro�le of this determiner(3.1), show how it relates to evidentiality (3.2), and how this relationship aounts forvarious problemati observations (3.3). In setion 3.4, we larify the similarities anddi�erenes with free-hoieness. Finally, in setion 4, we address the peuliarity of theombination of quelque with negation and show how it follows from its semanti pro�le.
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Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and Determination2 Main properties of quelqueQuelque is an existential inde�nite determiner and an be found in many standard on-texts for the lass, for instane assertive positive and negative sentenes, imperativeand interrogative sentenes, anteedents of onditionals, et. However, three propertiesdistinguish quelque from a plain inde�nite like un `a'.First, the identity of the individual referred to must not be known by the speaker, or,more generally, by any relevant agent that believes that the sentene is true.2 (1)a isweird beause one normally assumes that the speaker is able to identify the friend shemet yesterday.(1) a. ??Hier j'ai renontré quelque amie`Yesterday I met some friend or other'b. Hier, Yolande a dû renontrer quelque amie`Yesterday, Yolanda must have met some friend or other'Seond, it was observed by Culioli (1982) that the epistemi soure matters. In more gen-eral terms, we note that some inferential soure must be involved in the interpretation ofthe sentene hosting quelque. So, quelque is infeliitous when there is learly no infereneby the relevant epistemi agent. In (2)a, the speaker, who is the default epistemi agent,depends on Yolanda's delaration, not on her own inferential apabilities. In general,quelque is not natural with non-inferential reportives suh as selon NP `aording to' NPor paraît-il `I hear', see (2)b. This must not be onfused with a requirement of ignorane,sine, in (2), the speaker may perfetly ignore who Yolanda met.(2) a. ??Yolande m'a dit qu'elle avait renontré quelque amie`Yolanda told me she had met some friend or other'b. ??D'après sa s÷ur, Yolande a renontré quelque amie`Aording to her sister, Yolanda met some friend or other'However, Culioli observes that quelque is �ne in habituals and we note that this holds inases where there is no apparent inferene, see (3).(3) L'après-midi, elle allait habituellement voir quelque ami`In the afternoon, she usually visited some friend or other'Sensitivity to ignorane and inferene is not found with some abstrat mass nouns either.(4) is feliitous although the speaker diretly witnesses Yolanda's emotional state.(4) J'ai vu que Yolande éprouvait quelque irritation`I saw that Yolanda felt some irritation'2In what follows, we use epistemi agent to refer to this type of agent, the speaker by default.272



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and DeterminationThird, quelque has a partiular pro�le with respet to negation (Corblin, 2004). It ex-hibits a `PPI-like' behaviour (Baker, 1970; Szabolsi, 2004) analogous to that of some. Inpartiular, it is infeliitous in the immediate sope of antiadditive operators (5). Example(5) is anomalous if quelque has narrow sope.(5) Yolande n'a pas dû trouver quelque �hier`Yolanda must have not found some �le'
??[neg > quelque℄ vs. [quelque > neg℄These properties do not seem to form a oherent set. However, we propose an analysisthat shows that the behaviour of quelque is more homogeneous than these preliminaryobservations suggest.3 Epistemi properties of quelqueIn the previous setion, we saw that quelque is sensitive to ignorane of and infereneby the epistemi agent. This raises several questions, that we address in turn. Is therea relation between ignorane and inferene? How does habituality �t into the piture?How an one aount for the ompatibility of quelque with abstrat nouns?3.1 IgnoraneBorrowing from (Jayez and Tovena, 2006), we de�ne ignorane of an agent with respetto a desription as in (6). (6) says that a ignores whih individual satis�es the desription

∆ if and only if no individual satis�es ∆ in all the epistemi alternatives she entertains.3(6) Let a be an agent and ∆(x) a set of formulas in the free variable x. Note M, d |=

∆(x) the fat that M, g
x
d |= ∆(x) for some g. At w, a ignores whih individualsatis�es ∆(x) whenever there is no d suh that, for all the epistemi alternatives

wi of a in w, Mwi
, d |= ∆(x).Quelque requires that the epistemi agent ignore whih individual satis�es the desriptionprovided by the sentene. We use the label C-ignorane to refer to this onstraint inthe sequel. For instane, in (1)a, the epistemi agent should ignore whih individualsatis�es the property λx.friend(x) & met-yest.(x). This is implausible sine the value of

x is supposed to be a friend of the speaker, who is the default epistemi agent. Morepreisely, for an epistemi agent a with a set of alternatives W , we have (7).3As shown in Farkas (2002) and Jayez and Tovena (2006), a orret representation of ignorane isatually more omplex beause it has to take into aount sope problems. We disregard this additionalsoure of omplexity, sine it is tangential to the main issues we address here.273



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and Determination(7) C-ignorane For a (modal) tripartite form Φ([Quelque]x[R][S]), where Φ is apossibly null/ omplex modal operator, an interpretation is appropriate only if itdoes not entail: ∃x(∀w ∈ W (w |= Φ(R(x) & S(x)))).3.2 Where evidentiality omes inThe status of evidentiality is omplex. A well-known open issue is its relation to modality.Aikhenvald (2005) equates evidentiality with linguisti marking of information soure.She laims that, in itself, evidentiality �does not imply any referene to validity or reliabil-ity of knowledge or information� (p. 5). We onsider that quelque pertains to evidentialitybeause it quali�es the information soure. By using quelque, the speaker signals thatshe does not use pereptual or hearsay evidene ontaining the proposition expressed bythe sentene. This is ompatible with the speaker using pereptual or hearsay evideneto feed an otherwise inferential proess through whih she produes the proposition.Moreover, quelque does not ommit the speaker to a partiular modal fore, as shownby (8).(8) a. Yolande a peut-être renontré quelque ami`Perhaps Yolanda met some friend or other'b. Yolande a néessairement renontré quelque ami`Yolanda neessarily met some friend or other'Aordingly, we propose that quelque marks inferential evidentiality, i.e. the fat thatthe soure of information is an inferential proess by the speaker. Sine modal adverbsand epistemi verbs onvey inferential evidentiality, they are ompatible with quelque.Quelque does not require an expliit independent marking of evidentiality. Rather, it isliensed by interpretations. This aounts for the fat that it may be found in simpledelarative sentenes whenever an inferential evidential interpretation is available, see (9).(9) Il y a de la lumière dans le bureau; quelque idiot a oublié d'éteindre`The light is on in the o�e; some idiot has forgotten to swith it o�'The representation of evidentiality is a di�ult matter. Following Aikhenvald and West-moreland (1995), we do not base evidentiality on modal status. In this ase, one anonsider that assertive sentenes orrespond to pairs 〈s, φ〉, where φ is the main ontentand s is the soure of evidene (hearsay, inferene, et.). Is it possible to order soures?One might de�ne the stritest soure of evidene as in (10). When an agent, using themaximal soure σ, asserts that φ, either the other soures do not suggest the ontrary orthe agent prefers the stritest soure in any ase.(10) σ is a unique maximal soure of evidene =def for every agent a and every soure
s 6= σ, if 〈σ, φ〉a, then either (i) ¬〈s,¬φ〉a or (ii), if 〈s,¬φ〉a, then a believesthat φ. 274



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and DeterminationThere are at least two problems with this type of approah. First, the existene of aunique maximal soure of evidene is not guaranteed. For some propositions, there maybe several ompeting soures with equal strength. Seond, the very term of `soure' isunlear sine it overs the type of evidene and the type of proessing. For instane,what `soure' does an inferential proess applied to some visual evidene onstitute?We propose to distinguish soures proper and their treatment. In ertain ases, thetreatment determines the type of soure. E.g. visual proessing an only apply to visualues. Inferential proessing may apply to the result of other types of proessing. E.g.,an agent an infer a proposition from what she `sees', i.e. from the result of applyingvisual proessing to visual ues. For quelque, what ounts is the proessing. More pre-isely, quelque requires that the orresponding existential proposition be reahed throughinferential proessing.(11) C-inf A form [quelque℄x [R℄ [S℄ is appropriate only under interpretations wherethe epistemi agent infers that [∃℄x [R℄ [S℄.In most ases, inferential proessing leads to onlusions that are weaker than thosereahed through pereptual proessing, whih aounts for the ontrast in (12).(12) a. Yolande a dûepist ouvrir la porte. En fait, je me souviens, je l'ai vue`Yolanda mustepist have opened the door. Atually, I remember I saw her'b. ??J'ai vu Yolande ouvrir la porte. En fait, elle a dûepist l'ouvrir`I saw Yolanda open the door. Atually, she mustepist have opened it'But this is not neessarily so. In (13), the mathematial onlusion is inesapable. Yet,quelque is liensed by the inferential origin of the proposition that there exists someextremum.(13) Puisque la dérivée s'annule et hange de signe sur I , elle a néessairement quelqueextremum`Sine the derivative has a zero and hanges signs over I , it neessarily has someextremum'Are ignorane and evidentiality, as expressed in C-ignorane (7) and C-inf (11), relatedin some way? A way of reformulating the question is: does the fat that a situationonforms to C-ignorane entail the fat that it onforms to C-inf, or the reverse, or isthere no entailment? If a ignores whih individual satis�es ∆, she annot, in general,have diret aess to this piee of information. However, she might have indiret, non-inferential, aess to it, by hearsay for instane. So C-ignorane does not entail C-inf.Suppose that a an infer that some individual satis�es ∆ in a situation s. a might be ina position to infer whih individual satis�es ∆. Then, s would violate C-ignorane. So,there is no logial relation between C-ignorane and C-inf.275



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and DeterminationHowever, there is a pragmati relationship. When a situation onforms to C-inf, using aninde�nite makes the ignorane interpretation most plausible, as evidened by the ontrastin (14). While (14)b is not impossible, it is more di�ult to interpret than (14)a.(14) a. Yolande a renontré une amie, Louise`Yolanda met a friend, Louise'b. #Yolande a dû renontrer une amie, Louise`Yolanda must have met a friend, Louise'We won't try to aount for this preferene here, beause this would involve the noto-riously omplex issue of the sope of inde�nites. We simply onsider ignorane as thedefault option in the ontext of epistemi inferential operators. This leads one to hy-pothesise that, at some point in time, quelque was basially an evidential determiner andthat the expeted preferene for anti-spei�ity has been grammatialised as a semantirigid feature.43.3 Epistemi dimensions3.3.1 Habitual sentenesHabitual sentenes obey C-ignorane, as shown by (15)(15) a. ??A l'époque, je voyais toujours Yolande ave quelque amie, Marie`At that time, I used to see Yolanda with some friend or other, Mary'Habituality may failitate an ignorane reading beause it presupposes a set of eventu-alities. In (16)a, the speaker is unable to assign a preise identity to the friends. In(16)b, ignorane is distributed over the seeing-events: the speaker is unable to list theevent-friend pairs.(16) a. A l'époque, je voyais toujours Yolande ave quelque amie`At that time, I used to see Yolanda with some friend or other'b. A l'époque, je voyais toujours Yolande ave quelque amie, Marie, Paulineou Thérèse`At that time, I used to see Yolanda with some friend or other, Mary, Paulineor Therese'A plausible logial form for (16)a is given in (17), whih says that there is a ontextuallyrelevant past interval I suh that there is an appropriate set of subintervals i hostingevents e where the speaker sees Yolanda with some friend5.4We leave the evaluation of this hypothesis for future researh. See Combettes (2004) for the diahronyof quelque5As many others, we use a habituality operator analogous to the generi operator. However, we donot resort to a possible world approah, in addition to intervals and events, see Leni and Bertinetto276



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and Determination(17) ∃I(Past(I) & Alwaysi,e[i ⊏ I & duration(e) = i & e |= The speaker sees Yolanda]
[[Quelque]x[e |= x is a friend of Yolanda][e |= the speaker sees Yolanda with x]])In view of (7), the speaker does not identify the friends in question. This is in agreementwith the fat that, in (16)b, three di�erent persons (Mary, Pauline and Therese) maybe the value of the variable bound by the quelque operator in the di�erent epistemialternatives.Unexpetedly, habituality seems to allow a violation of C-inf (11), sine the epistemiagent may have witnessed the events she refers to. In fat the ruial fator in habitualityis the existene of a sort of inferene from partiular oasions to a regularity. Habitualityjudgements present a series of partiular oasions as a law-like repetition 6. Under thisview of habituality, (11) is not violated sine the speaker infers the habitual proposition.As expeted, a limited non-inferential repetition is not ompatible with quelque, (18).(18) ??J'ai vu sept fois Yolande renontrer quelque ami`I saw Yolanda meet some friend or other seven times'3.3.2 TropesIn non-inferential episodi sentenes, quelque does not ombine with ount nouns oronrete mass nouns, see (19)a. Suh sentenes are in general �ne with abstrat massnouns, see (19)b,.(19) a. ∗Yolande a bu quelque eau`Yolanda drank some water'b. Yolande a montré quelque ourage.`Yolanda showed some ourage'. Il y a quelque hyporisie à prétendre ela.`There is some hyporisy in this laim'The abstrat mass nouns under onsideration denote external qualities (beauty), feelings(irritation) and dispositions (intelligene). As noted in Jayez and Tovena (2002), withsuh nouns, quelque has a distribution very similar to that of un ertain `a ertain', see(20).(20) a. Yolande a montré un ertain ourage.`Yolanda showed some ourage'b. Il y a une ertaine hyporisie à prétendre ela.`There is some hyporisy in this laim'(2000) for this type of approah.6This inferential move has been reently mentioned by Glasbey (2006) in onnetion with psyholog-ial verbs that disallow bare plurals in objet position. Aording to Glasbey, suh verbs, like to hate orto like, generalise over a limited set of events 277



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and DeterminationIn both ases, there is a diminutive �avour. For instane, in (19)a and (20)b, the speakerimplies that she is not sure that Yolanda showed ourage to a high degree or in a strongform. This orresponds to a Q-impliature (Horn, 1989) triggered by the inde�nite. Byindiating that Yolanda exhibited a partiular degree or form of ourage, the speakerimpliates that, for all she knows, Yolanda did not show higher degrees or learer formsof ourage. However, un ertain and quelque do not math perfetly, as illustrated in(21).(21) a. Deux individus [. . .℄ qui se aratérisaient par une ertaine laideur7`Two persons [. . .℄ who were haraterised by a ertain ugliness'b. #Deux individus [. . .℄ qui se aratérisaient par quelque laideur. Il avait une ertaine laudiation quand il marhait`He had a ertain limp when he walked'd. #Il avait quelque laudiation quand il marhaitHow do we aount for these di�erenes? Intuitively, the NP omplements in (21) denotepartiularised properties exhibited in partiular spatio-temporal settings. These instan-tiations of properties are usually analysed as tropes (Williams, 1953; Campbell, 1990;Maurin, 2002; Moltmann, 2007), i.e. partiular entities that an enter similarity lassesorresponding to abstrat properties, like Yolanda's kindness (in the kindness lass) orthe olour of my ar (in the olour lass). So, quelque laideur in (21)a,b refers to theontent of a `partiular' (= spatio-temporally loalised) ugliness. For ontrasts like thosein (21), we set up a new distintion. External tropes are diretly observed by agents.This is the ase for ugliness or limp. Internal tropes orrespond to internal states orproesses of whih only ertain e�ets an be diretly observed. For instane, ourageand hyporisy may show in behaviour (language, gestures, ations, et). As a result,although an agent witnesses the symptoms of an internal trope, she may not know whattrope it is. This distintion between a trope and its manifestation makes room for aninferene from the latter to the former. In the terms of (11), the speaker infers that sometrope exists. Note that the distintion between two kinds of tropes has lexial orrelates,as exempli�ed in (22).(22) a. ??Marie a montré de la beauté / laideur`Mary showed beauty / ugliness'b. Marie a montré du ourage / de l'intelligene`Mary showed ourage /intelligene'3.4 Ignorane and free-hoienessAs noted in the introdution, quelque resembles un quelonque, another Frenh anti-spei� determiner. In view of the fat that un quelonque is an epistemi free-hoie7Exerpt from: http://blog.le�lmfranais.om/index.php?2006/05/25/2888-paolo-sorrentino-realisateur-de-lamio-di-famiglia 278



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and Determinationdeterminer (Jayez and Tovena, 2006), one may wonder whether quelque is in the samelass. Following Jayez and Tovena (2005), we haraterise free hoie items as follows.(23) Equity A tripartite form [FCI℄ [R℄ [S℄℄ is ompatible with an interpretation Ionly if:1. any member of R an be S under I2. any member of R an be ¬S under I(23)1 says that no member of the restrition is exluded (NO LOSER onstraint), (23)2that no member of the restrition is imposed (NO WINNER onstraint). These twoonstraints, metaphorially subsumed under the `Equity' label, are responsible for thefollowing ontrasts.(24) Yolande a probablement renontré une amie quelonque`Yolanda probably met some friend or other'NO LOSER: Yolanda may have met any friend of herNO WINNER: There is no friend of Yolanda that she has neessarily met(25) a. ??Yolande a probablement renontré une amie quelonque, qui n'était pasMarie`Yolanda probably met some friend or other, who was not Mary'NO LOSER is violatedb. ??Yolande a probablement renontré une amie quelonque, Marie`Yolanda probably met some friend or other, (namely) Mary'NO WINNER is violatedIt turns out that quelque obeys NO WINNER but not NO LOSER.(26) a. Yolande a probablement renontré quelque amie, qui n'était pas Marie`Yolanda probably met some friend or other, who was not Mary'b. ??Yolande a probablement renontré quelque amie, Marie`Yolanda probably met some friend or other, (namely) Mary'The fat that quelque obeys NO WINNER is no surprise beause it is predited by C-ignorane. As for NO LOSER, there is no reason why quelque should onform to it if itssensitivity to ignorane is a onsequene of its evidential side, as we argue. If an agentinfers that some entity satis�es a given property, she is not bound to believe also thata partiular entity does not satisfy the property. There is simply nothing in C-inf thatshould lead to NO LOSER. We onlude that analogy with free hoie items is super�ialand that the evidential inferene onstraint is the ore of quelque.279



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and Determination4 Negative speulations`PPIs' like some are out in the immediate sope of negation. More in detail, they are noteasily or not at all aepted with a narrow sope interpretation, and pereived as markedwith a wide sope interpretation, if aepted. For instane, (27) is rejeted or takento be about a spei� undislosed �le. This type of behaviour, noted already by Baker(1970), is at the heart of the haraterisation of PPIs as items onstituting a spei�phenomenon.(27) Yolanda did not �nd some �le
∗[neg > some℄Example (5), repeated below, illustrates the same phenomenon with quelque, where thewide sope reading is akward although not impossible. Furthermore, like some (Szabolsi,2004), quelque is infeliitous in the immediate sope of antiadditive operators, whosede�nition is realled in (28).(5) #Yolande n'a pas dû trouver quelque �hier`Yolanda must have not found some �le'

??[neg > quelque℄ vs. [quelque > neg℄(28) O is antiadditive =df O(a ∨ b) = O(a) ∧ O(b)Clausal negation is antiadditive, as shown by the equivalene (John didn't see Maryor Yolanda ⇔ John didn't see Mary and John didn't see Yolanda). Thus, despite theevidential touh provided by the modal, the presene of lausemate sentential negationa�ets the status of example (5).Given the foregoing data, it may be worth exploring a little further the similarity betweenquelque and PPIs. Indeed, they both see their statuses restored when nested under notone but two negations (Baker, 1970; Corblin, 2004), as presented in the next subsetion.4.1 The double liensor e�etObserve that, by and large, the distribution given by Szabolsi for someone/somethingorresponds to that of quelque8. E.g. quelque is liensed under extralausal negation orafter an NPI-intervener.(29) a. Je ne pense pas que Yolande ait trouvé quelque �hier`I don't think that Yolanda has found some �le'
⇒ I don't think that Yolanda has found any �le8For quelqu'un `somebody' and quelque hose `something', data are more omplex.280



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and Determinationb. Yolande ne trouvait pas toujours quelque exuse`Yolanda didn't always �nd some exuse'
⇒ Sometimes, Yolanda didn't �nd any exuseAs noted by Baker, antiliensors have the speial property of seeing their e�et `undone'by another antiliensor staked upon them. In other words, an antiliensor is ompatiblewith a `PPI' when both are in the sope of a higher operator, whih orresponds to the`resuing' e�et disussed by Szabolsi and exempli�ed in (30) for English and Frenh.(30) a. I am surprised that Yolanda didn't �nd some �leb. Je suis étonné que Yolande n'ait pas trouvé quelque �hierDespite the years, this resuing e�et by a seond ourrene of antiliensor is an oldproblem whose analysis hasn't found yet real agreement upon, let alone a widely aeptedexplanation. Let us mention two reent proposals that witness the variety of opinionsin the literature. Aording to Szabolsi, `PPIs' have two NPI (`dormant') featureswhih get ativated and/or liensed under di�erent onditions. In short, Szabolsi's idea,found also in (Krifka, 1991), is that ombinations made up by pairs of antiliensor plusPPI behave like NPIs, whih means that they require another antiliensor that works asliensor of the ombination. An opposite view has been proposed by Ladusaw (1979) andreently revisited by Shwarz and Bhatt (2006), who laim that resuing is an illusion.In the onerned on�gurations, aording to them, the apparent antiliensor is in fata non-antiliensing negation.9It is di�ult to arbitrate between these two oneptions. For one, Szabolsi's aountinvolves spelling out, whih is di�ult to ontrol. Seond, the pairs made of antili-enser+PPI and NPIs do not make a perfet math. As shown by the marginality of(31), si (`if'), that is a good liensor for standard NPIs, does not resue the ombinationpas+quelque in ertain ases.(31) ??Si la polie n'a pas trouvé quelque preuve, il sera relâhé`If the polie didn't �nd some evidene, he will be freed'Third, Shwarz and Bhatt postulate a light negation and look for a German realisation(niht), whih is expletive in ertain environments. The expletive negation in Frenh isne, but ne does not behave like a `light' negation in their terms, as illustrated by (32).(32) a. Ih gehe niht, bevor du niht aufgeräumt hast ( Shwarz and Bhatt, ex. 21)`I won't leave before you have leaned'b. Je ne partirai pas avant que tu n'aies nettoyé. ∗Je suis surpris que Yolande n'ait trouvé quelque �hierlit. I am surprised that Yolanda neg-expl have-subj found some �le9An NPI under Ladusaw's analysis, but see Shwarz and Bhatt (2006, 189) for a more autious view.281



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and DeterminationFinally, it is possible to build ases that are aeptable although they feature some non-light antiliensors, suh as negative onord words rien (nothing) and personne (nobody)in (33).(33) a. Je suis surpris que rien n'ait troublé quelqu'un`I am surprised that nothing has puzzled somebody'b. Je suis surpris que personne n'ait vu quelque hose`I am surprised that nobody saw something'In the remainder, we explore a di�erent path. Instead of arguing for or against someform of liensing, we point out the onnetion between the meaning of quelque and ertainaspets of its PPI-like behaviour and we try to build on it.4.2 Negating a omposite meaningFirst, reall that quelque is sensitive to evidentiality, as it has been proposed in this paper.By using [quelque R S℄, the speaker signals that she has only indiret and inferentialevidene that an unidenti�ed individual (Conventional Impliature part) satis�es therestrition and the sope (`at issue ontent', in the terms of Potts (2005)).(34) quelque R S:a. at issue ontent = ∃x(x = y & R(x) & S(x)) = φb. CI = y is not identi�ed and φ is only inferredNext, we exploit the well established fat that negation does not see CIs in general.The soping pas > quelque is odd in a lause beause it amounts to onveying twoontraditory piees of information. On the one hand, the speaker negates the existeneof an individual satisfying R and S (34)a, but on the other hand, she simultaneouslysignals that it must be an unidenti�ed individual (34)b. For instane, the interpretationof example (5) omes out something like `Yolanda must not have found any �le, anunidenti�ed one', whih is queer. It is not lear how one is expeted to resolve theanaphora if the anteedent is to be found within an empty set. Let us note by ⊗ theonjuntion of at issue ontent and CI. Let a be the epistemi agent. The interpretationof example (5) with quelque under the sope of negation is provided in (35).(35) 2must-epist[¬∃x(x = y & �le(x) & found(x)) ⊗ unknown(y, a)]In words, (35) says that it is neessary from the point of view of the epistemi `must'modality that there is no x that is a �le and is found and the value of x is equal to thatof an unbound variable y, and it is onventionally impliated that y is unknown to therelevant agent. Compare (35) with the wide sope interpretation of quelque, paraphrasedas `There is a �le�an unidenti�ed one�whih Yolanda must have not found'.282



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and DeterminationThis is for the behaviour of quelque under one sentential lausemate negation. Extra-lausal negation does not ount as antiliensor, as it was pointed out above with respetto (29)a. In our proposal, we notie that this negation is �ne when it provides theevidential touh, as in (36) where `not-exluding' means `aepting as possible'.(36) Je n'exlus pas que Yolande ait trouvé quelque �hier`I do not exlude that Yolanda might have found some �le'For other examples, we asribe the improvement in the status of the sentene to thefat that the CI of ignorane is integrated into the interpretation beause intermediatesope is possible. The sequene [matrix lauseNeg XP℄ [that lause quelque R S℄ negates theexistene of a situation where some individual, an unidenti�ed one, satis�es R and S.Sentene (37)a reports Mary's personal thought and is aeptable. It is paraphrasedas `Aording to Mary, it is not the ase that, for some sruple s, an unidenti�ed one,Yolanda experiened s'. On the ontrary, sentene (37)b, paraphrased as `Mary did notsay that for some sruple s, an unidenti�ed one, Yolanda experiened s', reports Mary'swords and is more marginal. The problem in interpreting it is that it is unlear whether(and how) the form of words used by Mary involves non-identi�ation.(37) a. Marie ne pense pas que Yolande ait eu quelque srupule`Mary does not think that Yolanda had some sruple'b. ?Mary n'a pas dit que Yolande avait eu quelque srupule`Mary didn't say that Yolanda had had some sruple'More generally, there is some improvement whenever negation targets a situation thatwould liense the use of quelque. Possible auses for this improvement are the loalomputation of feliity10 and the presene of subjuntive in Frenh, whih indiates apossible (but unrealized) situation, see the examples with semanti negation and regularnegation in (38). At the present moment, we see no evidene in favour of one ause andagainst the other. In the end, it may well be the ase that both ontribute.(38) a. Il est faux que Yolande ait trouvé quelque �hier`It is false that Yolanda has found some �le'b. Il n'est pas vrai que Yolande ?a / ait trouvé quelque �hierFinally, as for (29)b, toujours ats as a quanti�er on situations. The sentene says that itis not the ase that, for a given period T , ∀s ∈ T [squelque R S]. As pointed out alreadyby Culioli, quelque is liensed by habitual operators.(39) [(29)b℄ Yolande ne trouvait pas toujours quelque exuse`Yolanda didn't always �nd some exuse'10On this point, we refer the reader to the ongoing disussion about loal/global impliatures.283



Jaques Jayez and Luia Tovena Evidentiality and DeterminationIndependent evidene supporting our proposal of exploiting the meaning of quelque,rather that stipulating liensing/antiliensing onstraints, omes from the striking par-allelism with the expression Je ne sais quel (lit. `I don't know whih'), whih has goneunnotied in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. The data in (40) show that Jene sais quel with narrow sope is awkward in the sope of lausemate sentential nega-tion, see (40)a, while negation in a higher lause does not a�et it, see (40)b. This is allthe more interesting beause Je ne sais quel is generally not onsidered to be polaritysensitive.(40) a. #Yolande n'a pas trouvé je ne sais quel �hier`Yolanda did not �nd I do not know whih �le'b. Marie ne pense pas que Yolande ait trouvé je ne sais quel �hier`Mary does not believe that Yolanda found I do not know whih �le'5 Conluding remarksQuelque is an inde�nite determiner that marks that the existene of an entity satisfyingrestrition and sope is information gained via inferene. The availability of this type ofreading su�es to make its use feliitous. This `light' way of onstraining its use, as op-posed to heavier onstraints expressed in terms of syntatio-semanti marked ontexts,makes it possible to enompass a distribution that annot be haraterised in terms ofliensing on�gurations. The relevane of the distintion between external and internaltropes is an example in point. Furthermore, our analysis draws attention to the fatthat the nominal domain may also onvey evidential information, although evidentialityis most often disussed with respet to the verbal domain.Cases of items that exhibit free hoieness and negative polarity sensitivity are wellknown, e.g. English any. The proximity of free hoieness with positive polarity is morerarely mentioned. At �rst sight, quelquemight look as a andidate to this double labelling,but we show that both labels do not help us to unravel its meaning. The unfeliityof quelque under lausemate negation is a manifestation of the more general issue ofomputing impliatures. The striking similarity with the behaviour of je ne sais quel,whih an be treated as a ase of on�it with the CI, provides support to our position.ReferenesAikhenvald, A. Y. (2005) Evidentiality, Oxford, Oxford U.P.Baker, C.L. (1970) �Double negatives�, Linguisti Inquiry 1, 169�186.Campbell, K. (1990) Abstrat Partiulars, Oxford: Blakwell.Combettes, B. (2004) �La grammatialisation d'un déterminant indé�ni: quelque enMoyen Français�, Solia 18, 9�40. 284
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